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which all activities proceed;?? "when in other TJpamshads, too, it is
said that Brahma "thought and willed to become many and accord-
ingly became many1, they used a language which, to say the least,
was highly suggestive.
This idea of the Word (Thought and Will), says Max Miiller2, is
<c not a cobweb or a metaphysical dream of abstruse philosophy; it
is one of the most natural, and most accurate, nay, most true concep-
tions of the creation of the World/3
The idea signifies the unity of thought and sound—a thought con-
ceived and carried out. As in Plato's system, the Universe is but
a copy of the Divine Idea, so the universe, in this view of the Veddnia,
-is vdcMrambJianam mkdro ndmadheyam3, which literally means that
it is a modification or change originating in the Word and specialised
by Name and Form. In other words, s( the Unmamfest became
manifest by name and form4". <11 am one, let me be many," &c.
So, too, as to Emanation. This conception is intimately connected
with that of th-e Word, on the one hand, and Evolution (parindm),
on the other. It is highly suggestive of the modern theory of Evo-
lution. It implies, with the Veddntin, that Brahma, through, the
laws of its own being, throws itself into manifestations on itself. The
Veddntin illustrates this idea by the similes of a spider and its web,
the hair and nails growing on. an animate body, the sea and its waves
and foam5, the sun and its rays playing ob. the rippling water. But
1 See also Ved. Sutr. 1, 1, 5, and posed. "Kant's System," Madras Edn.
Shankar's Gloss thereon, S.B.E., Vol. p. 14.
34, pp. 47-48.
20  ii/r   tit" 11 i cerrti,     i. »       5 ^ee ^e same simile employed by a
—— se? Max Mnlle^ o ^osophy," P. modern writer; « an infinite and eternal
<ib-. toee also pp. ^bU^.                ^^ ^^ ^^ gurface arise a num-
3 See Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr' berless variety of forms, from tiny bub-
II, 1,14, S.B.E., Vol. 34, p. 321.           bles to little ripplets, and from these
4 Compare Kant's {c Matter and form.'' ^ain' t0 ^ and ^^7 waves. Yet
Matter is that which gives the sensation Irom the, ocean ^Y arlse ? ^POn lts
(Bupa?) and :Porm is the "relation surface they are borne; back into its
under which we consider the percep- depths must they be merged. Water they
lions of our senses, in order to co-ordinate are, and water they will ever be. . .
them, . . it is only a law inherent m the forms or bodies of all things perish,
the nature of our mind, by which we ^ gradually change, then pass away.
co-ordinate the impressions furnished by Butthe sou1 abides for ever-" tHist*
sensibility." Time and Space are the Panth.,Vol.2, p. 317; cf. also M. p.
forms, that is to say, the relation which ?22-   An that is m God? alld nothing
we conceive between objects, in order ls* nor can be conceived to be, without
to co-ordinate them. In themselves God? s0 that "^^s are to substance
they are nothing, but the mind could ^^ muQj1 w]lat waves are to the sea,
not represent phenomena except as ^pearances on the face of reality not
successive and objects except as juxta- things ^^ from ^ but merged in it.

